
Congratulations on your purchase of the Master Tool Power Edge Burnisher. This machine will smooth the 
edges on your strap goods to that hand rubbed finish you desire in a fraction of the time spent doing it by 
hand. Conveniently designed to be mounted on the edge of your workbench, this machine has a 45 degree 
angled arm for the rolls so they come out past your bench for easier use.

HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA
LIMITED LIFETIME GUARANTEE

OPERATING THE POWER EDGE BURNISHER
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POWER EDGE BURNISHER

Cordura® Roller (sold separately) is in-
terchangeable with Sanding Roller and 
perfect for smoothing back/rough side 
of belts or larger projects

Mounts to the 
edge of your 
bench for easy 
access

Sanding sleeve 
evens out edges 
when two or more 
layers of leather 
are glued together

Features grooves in  
multiple widths for  
burnishing a variety 
of leather thicknesses  
with ease

Wooden RollerWooden Roller

Sanding Sanding 
RollerRoller

On/Off SwitchOn/Off Switch

Belt GuardBelt Guard

BaseBase

1) To burnish leather edges on projects where two or more leather  
 pieces are sewn together, first use the sanding roller to sand  
 the edges of your leather to ensure that all the edges are  
 even before burnishing. (Photo A) 

2)  If you are burnishing only one piece of leather, you do not have 
to use the sanding roller.

PHOTO A



OPERATING THE MACHINE

MAINTENANCE

Safety

•  Always keep hands and fingers away 
from the power edge slicker and  
during operations.

•  Keep away from children at all times.
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3) Next, apply Gum Tragacanth (item #50-2074) or Tokonole (50210-500-212) on the edges of your leather  
 by using a wool dauber or a bottle with a small tip. (Photo B)

4)  Find the groove on the wooden roller that best fits your leather and start burnishing back and forth until you get  
the desired finish. (Photo C)

5) You can even apply a second coat of Gum Tragacanth or Tokonole if you wish for a more mirrored finish.

•  Please note: When burnishing natural leather, the edges will turn darker due to the burnishing process.

PHOTO B PHOTO C

The motor is sealed and 
the only maintenance  
required is to occasionally 
use an air hose to blow off 
any leather dust.

Limited Lifetime Guarantee
Every Master Tool is built to last using the finest materials and skilled American  
workmanship. We are proud to stand behind our products with an unmatched  
Limited Lifetime Guarantee. This quality standard warrants each product for  
its lifetime against defects in materials and workmanship under correct use,  
normal operating conditions and proper application. This guarantee does not  
extend to any component parts not manufactured by Weaver Leather, or if  
the machine is modified in any way. Weaver Leather makes no express warranties 
other than those that are specifically described herein. This warranty is  
expressly in lieu of all other warranties express or implied. There are no implied  
warranties of any kind including merchantability or fitness for a particular  
purpose. Weaver Leather will in no event be liable for any incidental or consequential 
damages whatsoever, nor for any sum in excess of the price received for the goods.

See Master Tools in Action
Check out the Weaver Leather Supply Channel  

on YouTube for the tutorial on the  
Master Tool Power Edge Slicker.

EXPERT TIP:  
When burnishing,  
always start with light 
friction at first and  
apply pressure a little 
at a time to achieve the 
desired result. Keep in 
mind that too much  
pressure may cause  
the edge to "mushroom" 
so more pressure is  
not always better.


